CLOCKS – TIMERS

FLIGHT TIME CONTROL

P Model: Controlled by programmable Airspeed with solid state pressure sensor
G Model: Gets TAS from GPS source

Solid state speed sensor for internal take off and landing speed
Speed level is adjustable for different aircraft from the protected set up menu. Stores up to 4,000 flights with date, departing and landing time. Daily totals with number of landings like a trip meter in cars; this is very helpful if you have a lot of short flights a day. (Example: Glider Towing or Parachuting) Adjustable plain total as reference for maintenance and log book. MFG in Switzerland to precise standard.

FLISYS 80

FEATURES:
- Internal Real Time Clock
- Records Departing - Landing time and date
- Records Aircrafts Total Flight Time Communication (2-1/4") SD Card for read out of flight with defined Pilot Number
- Pilot Number stored for every recorded flight
- Programmable “On Air” output for Transponders
- Bigger size display for easier read out
- Power Supply 12 to 24 V DC

2-1/4" TAS From Pilot

P/N 10-05104 $985.00

P/N 10-05105 $718.00

2-1/4" TAS From GPS

P/N 10-05102 $529.00

P/N 10-05103 $509.00

WESTBEND ELECTRONIC TIMER

The Dual Channel Timer times 2 activities at once. One channel times hours, minutes, and seconds. Second channel times minutes and seconds. Dual LCD readout shows both times. Memory recalls previous time setting. Includes clip, stand, magnet and hanging hole for versatile use. AAA battery included.

P/N 17-00240 $12.50

DUAL CHANNEL TIMER

The Dual Channel Timer times 2 activities at once. On channel times hours, minutes, and seconds. Second channel times minutes and seconds. Dual LCD readout shows both times. Memory recalls previous time setting. Additional Features: Memory recalls previous time setting. Times three activities at once. Alarm beeps for one minute and counts up to show elapsed time. Easy-to-read large LCD display. Clip, stand, magnet and hanging hole for versatile use. Specifications: One AAA battery included. 2.5" x 3" x 1".

P/N 17-00239 $19.95

DAVTRON DIGITAL

CHRONOMETER MODEL 800

MODEL 800

• GMT, LT & ET
• ET Counter (UP/DOWN), Visual Alarm
• Model 800 AA Memory Battery (Optional)
• Input Voltage 11 to 28 Volts

Description Part No. Price

GMT, LT & ET Digital Clock 5 Volt Lighting (800) 10-03323 $145.90
800-5V With Battery Holder (AA) 10-03305 $152.85
800-5V With Night Vision Lighting Green A 10-03324 $258.95
800-5V NVG With Memory Battery Holder (AA) 10-03325 $259.95
GMT, LT & ET Digital Clock 14V Lighting (800) 10-04508 $145.85
800-14V With Memory Battery Holder (AA) 10-02050 $152.75
800-14V With Night Vision Lighting Green A 10-03330 $257.95
800-14V NVG With Memory Battery Holder (AA) 10-03331 $258.95
GMT, LT & ET Digital Clock 28V Lighting (800) 10-24535-28 $145.85
800-28V With Memory Battery Holder (AA) 10-02051 $152.95
800-28V With Night Vision Lighting Green A 10-03335 $152.85
800-28V NVG With Memory Battery Holder (AA) 10-03336 $258.95
800-5V, Illuminated Buttons, Battery Holder 10-04570 $322.00
800-14V, Illuminated Buttons, Battery Holder 10-04574 $322.00
800-28V, Illuminated Buttons, Battery Holder 10-04578 $526.00
800-5V NVG, Illuminated Buttons, Battery Holder 10-04575 $256.00
800-14V NVG, Illuminated Buttons, Battery Holder 10-04579 $256.00
800-28V NVG, Illuminated Buttons, Battery Holder 10-04581 $526.00

Prices Subject to Change Without Notice

Prices Subject to Change Without Notice